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Abstract. Missing auditory alarms is a critical safety issue in many
domains such as aviation. To investigate this phenomenon, we designed
a scenario involving three flying scenarios corresponding to three differ-
ent level of difficulty along with an oddball paradigm in a motion flight
simulator. This preliminary study was conducted with one pilot equipped
with a 32-channel EEG. The results shown that manipulating the three
levels of task difficulty led respectively to rates of 0, 37, and 54 % missed
alarms. The EEG analyses revealed that this decrease in performance
was associated with lower spectral power within the alpha band and
reduced N100 component amplitude. This latter finding suggested the
involvement of inattentional deafness mechanisms at an early stage of the
auditory processing. Eventually, we implemented a processing chain to
enhance the discriminability of ERPs for mental state monitoring pur-
poses. The results indicated that this chain could be used in a quite
ecological setting (i.e. three-axis motion flight simulator) as attested by
the good results obtained for the oddball task, but also for more subtle
mental states such as mental demand and stress level and the detection
of target, that is to say the inattentional deafness phenomenon.
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1 Introduction

Auditory alarms are used to alert the human operators of impeding off-nominal
situations. These auditory warnings present several advantages as long as their
detection doesn’t produce head movement. For instance, they lead to faster
responses than their visual counterpart. However, many studies and safety analy-
ses reported the absence of response to these auditory alarms in several criti-
cal domains [3,9,20]. This inability to detect alarms may find several explana-
tions. For instance, poor warning systems design are known to trigger spurious
alarms thus leading to the so-called “Cry Wolf effect”: the human operator con-
sciously neglects such warnings especially under high workload settings [27].
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Moreover, the design of the auditory signal itself may fail to capture atten-
tion due to its lack of salience or if it is too loud and distracting [21]. Another
explanation is to consider the inattentional deafness hypothesis that states that
unattended auditory stimuli may fail to reach awareness under high visual load
conditions [19]. Since flying is a demanding task [4] that largely involves the
processing of visual cues [5], the occurrence of unexpected auditory alarms could
remain unnoticed [6,7].

This hypothesis is supported by a recent experiment that involves a simplified
landing decision task based on the analysis of visual indicators under different
load conditions while continuous electroencephalography (EEG) measurements
were performed. During the task, a tone was presented, either a standard one,
which participants were told to ignore, or a deviant one (“the alarm”) which
participants were told to overtly report. The analysis of the event related poten-
tials (ERPs) showed that a drastic diminution of the late auditory component
(P300) amplitude was concomitant with the occurrence of inattentional deafness
[12]. However, the underlying concepts of scarce attentional resources may not
be sufficient to fully account for the inattentional deafness phenomenon [16].
A complementary approach is to consider the existence of the visual dominance
over hearing as demonstrated in several paradigms [26]. Reinforcement learning
since childhood has probably lead the human beings to rely on visual infor-
mation rather than on auditory ones. It is admitted that 80 % of the data to
handle the flight safely are visual ones, thus leading the pilot to trust visual
cues. Indeed, when visual information conflict with auditory ones, or when task
demand is high, automatic gating mechanisms may take place and inhibit the
processing of auditory information [17,18]. In order to verify this hypothesis,
we recorded in a previous study electrophysiological measurements while partic-
ipants supervised a simplified automated landing sequence by considering both
visual and auditory signals. Our results revealed evidence of an early visual-to-
auditory gating mechanism that occurs when visual parameters (“land”) were
contradictory to the auditory alarm (“go around”). This mechanism attenuates
early auditory processing (N100) and could provide an alternative explanation
to the inattentional deafness phenomenon in aeronautics [23].

In the present study, we intended to investigate auditory misperception with
EEG in a motion flight simulator. The main objective of this study was to imple-
ment realistic experimental scenarios that could cause inattentional deafness
under more ecological conditions than in previous work [12,23]. We therefore
manipulated three different level of difficulty and test their effectiveness over
the auditory signal detection. These three scenarios were tested on one pilot
equipped with a 32-channel EEG. Eventually, in order to assess the feasibility of
performing mental state estimation in the cockpit, we tested the use of machine
learning algorithms on the collected data set.
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2 Material and Method

2.1 Flight Simulator

We used the ISAE three-axis motion (roll, pitch, and height) flight simulator
designed by the French Flight Test Center to conduct the experiment. It sim-
ulates a twin-engine aircraft flight model. The user interface is composed of a
Primary Flight Display, a Navigation Display, and an upper Electronic Central
Aircraft Monitoring Display page. The flight simulator is equipped with classi-
cal actuators such as the side-stick, the rudder, the throttle, the flaps levers and
a complete autopilot to control the flight. Two stereophonic speakers, located
under the displays on each side of the cabin, were used to broadcast continuous
radio communications and the engine sound (70 dB), as well as to trigger the
oddball sounds.

2.2 Scenarios

The participant performed three scenarios that differed from each other in the
level of difficulty. In each of these scenarios, we used an oddball paradigm (stim-
ulation with matlab psychtoolbox-3) with a total of 280 auditory stimuli: 70
targets (normalized pure tone, 1100 Hz at 88 dB) and 210 non-targets (normal-
ized pure tone, 1000 Hz at 88 dB). The pilot used a Cedrus response pad, located
below the throttle lever, to respond to auditory targets only, in each scenario
(Figs. 1 and 2). The three scenarios lasted for about eight minutes each and were
defined as follows:

– “Level 0” scenario: This was the reference scenario. In this experimental con-
dition, the autopilot was engaged to level off the plane at a constant speed.
The only task for the pilot was to respond to auditory target stimuli.

– “Level 1” scenario: This scenario consisted of performing a night manual app-
roach and landing at Blagnac Airport (Toulouse, France) following the official
procedure. The plane was initiated 30 nautical miles (NM) from Toulouse
VOR DME (a radio beacon) at an altitude of 5000 ft. The pilot had to steer
the aircraft to a heading of 210 degrees for 17 NM descending to an altitude
of 3000 ft. He then had to steer 270 degrees until his radio-navigation beacon
indicated a radial of 310 degrees. He eventually had to align to a heading of
144 degrees to capture the lateral axis of Toulouse Blagnac airport. In a dis-
tance of 5NM from Toulouse VOR DME, the pilot could initiate his descent
to land safely on the landing ground.

– “Level 2” scenario: This scenario was identical to the previous one to the
exception that we triggered a burning left-engine event at the beginning.
A red light was flashing in the cockpit and we used a Bundle FOG 400 device
to smoke out slightly the cabin every one minute. Moreover, this night landing
was performed with no visibility. Eventually, the pilot was told that he had
8 min to perform this emergency landing.
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Fig. 1. Participant in the motion flight simulator.

Fig. 2. Level 2 scenario, with smoke and red flashing warning. (Color figure online)

3 Participant and Protocol

The participant was a pilot (24 year old, 50 flight hours) from Institut Superieur
de l’Aeronautique et de l’Espace (ISAE) campus, recruited by local advertise-
ment and did not receive any payment for his participation. As a PPL pilot, he
reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal audition. Once the
participant was told about the purpose of the experiment, he was sat in the
flight simulator, and the EEG was set. He then completed a 30 min training
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session in which he performed manual approaches and landings. Eventually, he
was then trained to perform the oddball task for five minutes. After the train-
ing, the experiment was started: the simulator motion was engaged to reproduce
realistic flight sensations, and a continuous radio communication was also broad-
casted to reproduce more ecological flight conditions.

3.1 Data Acquisition and Processing

A self-report of stress and mental demand level was collected using a visual
analog scale (1 for very low, 7 for very high) after the experiment. Reaction
times and accuracy for the detection of auditory alarms were collected using a
Cedrus RB response-pad and stored in a matlab file.

EEG data were recorded continuously with a BioSemi EEG system
(BioSemi c©, Amsterdam) from 32 “active” (preamplified) Ag-AgCl scalp elec-
trodes located according to the International 10/20 system, at a 512 Hz sampling
rate and with a 0–104 Hz band-pass filter. The data were then re-referenced
offline to the algebraic average of the left and right mastoids, down-sampled to
500 Hz, and filtered with a band-pass of 0.1–40 Hz. An independent component
analysis using EEGlab1 (13.4.4b version) was performed to isolate and reject eye
blinks and movements. Data were later segmented into 1200 ms epochs starting
200 ms before the onset of each sound. Spectral power analyses were carried out
on the continuous data in the 8–12Hz band, and ERPs were computed using
EEGlab.

Moreover, in order to assess whether these EEG data could be used for mental
state monitoring purposes, a preliminary test of machine learning techniques was
performed on the data of this subject. The processing chain included a 100 Hz
resampling and a baseline correction using the first 200 ms of each epoch. Next,
a spatial filtering step that has been proven to work efficiently to enhance the
discriminability of ERPs for mental state monitoring purposes [22]. Contrary to
Roy and collaborators, only one filter was kept here. The filter that was selected
had the higher associated eigenvalue. Lastly, the filtered signal (60 samples)
was classified using a robust Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) (i.e. with a
shrinkage estimation of the covariance matrices; [24]) and a random 10-fold cross-
validation procedure to check the LDA performance. We evaluated the feasibility
of discriminating between two signals:

– at the single-trial level;
– averaging two trials, when applicable.

Three analyses were performed:

– The first one was designed to allow the assessment of the performance of
the processing chain that was originally designed for laboratory settings by
Roy and collaborators [22]. This first test was performed on the ERP dis-
crimination of targets (hits) and distractors in the level 0 scenario (test 1).

1 www.sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab.

www.sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab
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Therefore, in this case the algorithm attempts to classify the targets vs. the
distractors.

– The second test was performed on the binary estimation of the stress and
mental demand using only the correctly detected targets for the level 0 and
the level 1 scenarios (test 2). In this case, the algorithm attempts to classify
the task demand, that is to say the level 0 vs. the level 2 conditions.

– The third test was performed on the binary estimation of the detection of
targets in the level 2 scenario (test 3). Here, the algorithm attempts to classify
the target hits vs. misses.

4 Results

4.1 Subjective and Behavioral Measurements

The Table 1 reports the participant’s subjective ratings (stress, mental demand)
for each scenario.

Table 1. Subjective rating

Level 0 Level 1 Level 2

Stress 1 3 5.5

Mental demand 1 4 6.5

The analyses of the behavioral results revealed that the level of difficulty
of the scenarios impacted the pilot’s alarm detection rate. In the first scenario
(level 0: level off flight) the pilot missed no alarm whereas he missed 38 % of
them in the “level 1” condition (night landing). This rate increased in the third
scenario (“level 2” condition: night landing with smoke in the cockpit) as the
pilot misssed 58 % of alarms (Fig. 3).

4.2 Physiological Measurements

Scenario Load. The spectral analysis of the continuous EEG data showed a
decrease of alpha power at parietal sites as a function of stress and mental
demand (Fig. 4). More precisely, a decrease of the 10 Hz band was observed
between “level 0” (11.65µV 2/Hz) and “level 1” (9.5µV 2/Hz). In addition, a
larger decrease of the 10 Hz was observed between the “level 1” (9.5µV 2/Hz)
and the “level 2” scenario (3.5µV 2/Hz).

Load × Sound Interaction. When looking at the interaction between the scen-
raio type and the sound type, we found that the sound-related N100 amplitude
was affected differentially by the scenario depending on the sound type. Scalp
topographies at 114 ms revealed a decrease of the fronto-central N100 amplitude
for the more demanding scenario compared to the reference one for both the
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Fig. 3. Behavioral results of the participant.

standard sound and the alarm (Fig. 5). However, only the alarm-related N100
amplitude decreased in the “level 1” condition compared to the reference one. In
addition, the N100 amplitude in the “level 0” scenario was larger for the alarm
than for the standard sound while it was the opposite in the “level 1” scenario.

4.3 Deafness Classifier

The results obtained thanks to the passive BCI chain detailed in the Data acqui-
sition and processing section are given in Table 2 for each mental state estima-
tion procedure that was performed. For the first test, the attempt to classify
the targets vs. the distractors in the level 0 condition, the best performance was
obtained using the average of two trials, with 70 % of accuracy. This demon-
strates that the chosen processing chain can work well in an ecological setting
for a simple oddball task. As regards the more subtle mental state estimation
tests, for both the workload level estimation and the detection estimation, the
best performance is reached with a single trial, with respectively 61 % and 60 %
of accuracy. Although far from perfect, these results show that it is possible to
estimate detection and engagement in an ecological setting with performances
above chance level.

5 Discussion

The main objective of this paper was to investigate inattentional deafness under
realistic settings. We manipulated three levels of difficulty across the scenar-
ios. In the reference scenario, the flying task was easy and not stressful as the
pilot only had to respond to auditory alarms. In the second one, the task was
more demanding and stressing as it involved a night approach and landing while
responding to alarms. The last one was designed to be the most stressing and
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Fig. 4. Power spectral results on continuous EEG data for the three scenarios.

demanding as it involved a night approach and landing with a simulated engine
failure (i.e. flashing warning and smoke in the cockpit). The participant’s sub-
jective results confirmed our assumptions as his rating indicated an increased
level of stress and mental demand across the scenarios. As expected, the behav-
ioral results revealed that the rate of missed alarms increased across these three
scenarios (respectively of 0, 37, and 54 %). Consistently with these findings, the
EEG frequency analysis revealed a decrease in spectral power within the alpha
band across the three scenarios. Indeed, decrease in the this frequency band is
associated with higher task demand [28] and stress situations [1]. Taken together
our subjective, behavioral and electrophysiological results suggested that, when
combined, increased task demand and stress were efficient to induce a high rate
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Fig. 5. Scalp topographies plotted at 114 ms post-stimulus onset.

Table 2. Mental State Estimation: average (standard deviation) performance for the
3 tests.

Description Algorithm performance

Test Classes Condition 1 trial 2 trials

test 1 Targets vs Distractors Level 0 60.60 (2.68) 69.5 (3.56)

test 2 Level 0 vs. Level 2 Hits 61.42 (5.16) 59.13 (5.38)

test 3 Hits vs. Misses Level 2 59.74 (5.96) 58.14 (2.48)

of auditory misperception. They confirmed previous findings that increased task
demand [11,12,16,23] and stress [7] impair attentional abilities. However, our
experimental design did not allow us to disentangle the contribution of each of
these factors to provoke this phenomenon.

The ERP analyses highlighted findings at the perceptual level with the N100
component. This ERP is the early electrophysiological signal of the stimulus
processing in auditory primary cortices around 100 ms post-stimulus. In accor-
dance with previous findings [15,25], the N100 amplitude was higher during
the processing of the auditory alarm (low probability stimulus), than during
the processing of the frequent sound in each conditions. More interestingly,
the N100 amplitude was reduced as the level of difficulty increased, concomi-
tantly with lower behavioral responses to the auditory alarm. It is well admitted
that the N100 amplitude is an index of auditory-attention allocation [14]. This
result may therefore suggest that an inattentional deafness phenomenon has
occurred at the perceptual level (i.e. 100 ms). If this phenomenon had occurred
at 300 ms (which was not the case) when the alarm reached awareness, one
could have argued that it was a conscious and voluntary inhibition of the alarm
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(e.g. cry wolf effect). However, our measurements did not allow us to identify the
neural correlates of inattentional deafness as we did not find differences between
misses and hit.

Moreover, this study investigated the possibility of using a processing chain
designed to enhance the discriminability of ERPs for mental state monitoring
purposes [22]. The results indicated that this chain could be used in a quite eco-
logical setting (i.e. the flight simulator) as attested by the good results obtained
for the oddball task, but also for more subtle mental states such as stress level
and the detection of target, that is to say the inattentional deafness phenomenon.
Therefore, one could imagine the design of an adaptive cockpit that would take
this information of stress level and inattention to alarms into account to implic-
itly adapt itself with a set of counter-measures. However, here only one subject
was recorded and therefore it remains to be evaluated whether the performance
of this chain would maintain itself or even increase for several participants. More-
over, it would be interesting to assess the possibility to use mental state markers
from other recording modalities such as fNIRS [2,10,13] and eye movements [8].
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